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We stock a range of products that have been 
designed to make life easier and more enjoyable 
for a person with sight loss. There are stationery 
items, kitchen equipment, entertainment products 
and devices for personal care. To order, please see 
the instructions on the back page of this catalogue.

For more information on any of the products, 
please contact the Vista Shop on 0116 264 0291 
or shop@vistablind.org.uk.

Stationery
Paper and Notepads

 � Yellow and white A4 lined paper (£5.99)

 � A5 pads (£4.99)

 � Notepad jotter (£4.99)

Address and Telephone Books
 � A5 large print address book (£9.99)

 � A4 large print address book (£11.99)

 � A5 large print telephone book (£9.99)

 � A4 large print telephone book (£11.99)
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Calendars and Diaries
 � A3 large print wall calendar (£6.99)

 � A3 large print important dates calendar (£6.99)

 � A4 large print desk diary (£11.50)

 � A4 academic diary (£20.99)

 � Pocket diary (£6.50)

 � Pocket diary refills (£5.75)

Writing Guides and Frames
 � Clip frame (£3.99)

 � A5 cardboard writing line guide (£5.99)

 � A4 cardboard writing line guide (£7.99)

 � A5 plastic writing line guide (£11.99)

 � A4 plastic writing line guide (£16.99)

 � Signature guide (£0.99)

 � Line guide (£1.00)

 � Envelope guide (address outline) (£1.99)
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Pens
 � Berol fine nib pens (£2.99 for three)

 � Berol fine broad nib pens (£2.99 for three)

Calculators
 � Giant A4 talking calculator (£25.99) 
 Ajustable sound and earphone connection for private use.

 � Pocket talking calculator (£12.99) 
 Features an eight-digit display and alarm clock.

Typoscope reading guides (mixed pack of four) (£5.99)
 � For large print books, reveals two lines of 24-point print or three lines   
 of 16-point print

 � For smaller books and paperbacks, reveals two lines of 16-point print

 � For newspaper and magazine columns, there are two slots to view  
 different column sizes

 � For large print columns, reveals two lines of 16-point print, and can be  
 used for large columns or for large print magazines.
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Kitchen
Liquid Level Indicator (£11.50)

 � Available in yellow (vibrates and audible)

 � Hangs onto the side of your cup/mug

 � Vibrates and/or bleeps when the cup is almost full

 � Vibrates and/or bleeps again when the cup is full.

Tactile Measuring Jug (£18.99)

 � A large, clear jug with easy grip handle - large enough to also be used  
 as a mixing bowl

 � Includes a tactile gauge that clips inside the jug, so that you can feel  
 when the ingredients reach the desired level

 � Unique resting lip on the spout, designed for you to rest the jug on your  
 bowl or cup for spill-free pouring.

Culinare Easy-to-see Digital Scales (£22.99)

 � Weighs up to 3.25kg/7.2lbs

 � Features a large digital screen and large buttons.
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Talking Food Thermometer (£35.99)

 � Simple, one-button talking thermometer with colour contrast

 � LCD screen which displays the temperature in 42-point font, and a  
 bright yellow talking button to vocalise the temperature in Celsius or  
 Fahrenheit

 � Probe measures 12.5cm in length

 � AAA batteries required (not included).

Talking Measuring Jug (£56.99) 
Jug with adjustable volume, able to measure liquid up to two litres.

Cobalt Talking Kitchen Scales (£54.99)

 � Weighs up to 5kg/11lbs

 � Simply switch on, add contents into the bowl and the weight will be  
 vocalised.
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Talking Countdown Timer / Talking Clock (£14.99) -  
Allows you to carry on with jobs around the house whilst you cook, with 
this timer clipped onto your belt.

Entertainment

Chess and Draughts Set (Travel-friendly) (£50.00) 
The hard-wearing board has the rank and file labelled in both print and 
Braille, the black squares are raised, and the black pieces also have a small 
nodule on the top.

Tactile Backgammon (£40.00) 
The board is divided into four tables with tactile ridges, and includes tactile 
dice and counters.
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Large Print Puzzle Books (£4.99) 
Series 1 to 10 crossword, Series 1 to 5 Sudoku, Wordsearch and Word-fit 
puzzles available.

Jigsaw Puzzles 
Gibson puzzles in a variety of designs such as landscapes, animals and 
paintings with large pieces.

 � 250 large pieces jigsaw (£11.99)

 � 500 large pieces jigsaw (£13.99)

Tactile Chess Set (£39.99) 
This tactile board includes chess pieces that lock into place when you play, 
so that they don’t move during your journey.

Tactile Wooden Draughts Set (£29.99) 
This tactile board includes pieces that lock into place when you play, so 
that they don’t move during your journey.
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Super Big Boggle (£25.99) 
This supersized six by six grid includes 36-point large print letter cubes.

Connect 4 (£17.99) 
Two-player strategic connection game, in which players take turns to 
connect four of the same coloured discs in a row.

Large Print and Braille Scrabble (£37.99) 
Featuring larger squares and enhanced colours, with bold, clear print in 
16-point font. Also supplied with a large print user guide.
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Tactile Dominoes with raised dots (£12.99) 
A set of 28 easy-to-see dominoes are great for playing by sight or touch, 
featuring black raised dots and a tactile ridge dividing the two halves. 

Large Tactile Dice, Set of 2 (£5.99) 
These dice feature raised white dots on a black background, making them 
easy to see and feel. The dice are 3cm wide, making them approximately 
twice the size of standard dice.

Standard playing cards in large print (£5.99) 

Giant cards - double the size of normal cards (£10.99)

Happy Families woodland animals braille cards (£8.99) 
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Personal Care

Mirrors
 � 10x magnification travel size mirror (£14.99)

 � 10x magnification compact mirror (£16.99)

 � Freestanding true image and 10x magnification mirror (rectangular)  
 (£29.99)

 � Freestanding true image and 10x magnification mirror (round) (£29.99)

 � 10x dual-sided magnification illuminated cordless mirror (£44.99)

Talking Bathroom Weighing Scales (£35.99) 
Vocalises weight in pounds, ounces or kilograms.

Pill Organisers
 � One week pill organiser (30p)

 � Day pill organiser (small) (£12.99)

 � Day pill organiser (large) (£16.99)

 � Jumbo portable pill box (£8.99)

 � ‘Five times a day’ alarmed pill box reminder (£12.99)

 � Super 8 pill organiser with multiple alarms (£17.99)

 � Pill popper (£6.99)
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Automatic Needle Threader (£3.99) 
Suitable for both small and large needles, and also includes two needles.

Tactile Tape Measure (£3.99) 
Strong tape measure made of plastic coated fabric, allowing you to 
measure by touch to the nearest half inch. Also features eyelet marks 
every foot, inch and half inch.

Bumpons (£5.75) 
Available in small clear, large clear, yellow, pink, orange and black.

Locator Dots (Pack of 6) (£1.44)

Eye drop dispenser (clips onto bottles of 5–15ml size) (£9.99)

Long handle eye drop dispenser (5ml and 10ml size) (£11.99)
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Tactile Marking Paste (£5.99)

Geemarc Doorbell Amplifier (£29.99)

Talking Smoke and Carbon Monoxide Alarm (£54.99) 
This device clearly tells you of smoke or carbon monoxide danger, saying 
”Fire Fire” or “Warning Carbon Monoxide” with a loud 85dB Alarm.

Talking Colour Detector (£80.99)

 � Hold the detector to an item of clothing, and it will clearly vocalise the 
colour (detects 12 basic colours in total)

 � Compact design that fits easily into the palm of your hand

 � Battery operated - 9V battery required.
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Penfriend (£89.99)

 � This labelling device is easy-to-use, featuring tactile buttons in high  
 contrast yellow

 � Simply record your own voice labels and attach to item - you can  
 label food items including freezer food, cooking instructions, medicine  
 packaging, and much more.

Penfriend Labels (£14.99) 
Contains 418 labels - 364 small circles (1.3cm) and 54 large squares 
(3.2cm). Packs of washable laundry labels are also available. 

Signature Guide and Sterling Note Checker (£2.99) 
This handy set contains signature guide to help you sign in the right place, 
and a note checker to identify your bank notes.
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Pound Coin Holder (£2.39)

Sterling Note Detector (Audible) (£24.99)

 � Distinguishes the difference between £5, £10, £20 and £50 notes

 � Features an easy-to-use, single operating button - when this button is  
 pressed, the device gives discrete vibrations according to the note  
 value.

Talking Indoor/Outdoor Thermometer (£24.99)

 � Announces inside and outside temperatures in Celsius or Fahrenheit at 
a selected time or every hour

 � An alarm can be set to warn of high or low temperatures

 � Powered by 2 AAA 1.5V batteries. 

Talking Ear/Forehead Thermometer (£28.99)

 � Choose to have your temperature readings displayed or announced in  
 Celsius or Fahrenheit

 � The unique memory facility stores up to 20 records, so that your results  
 can be compared

 � Small digital backlit display shows the date, time and room temperature  
 in normal mode and body temperature after reading.



For more information, please contact

How to order
There are several simple ways to place an order:

 � You can call the Vista Shop on 0116 264 0291 and  
    pay for your items over the phone using your credit  
    or debit card. 

 � You can email shop@vistablind.org.uk to order  
    your items and arrange payment.

 � You can visit our charity shop in Syston and purchase  
    your items directly.

 � You can place an order at our charity shops  
    (Oakham, Loughborough or Wigston).

There is the option to have your items delivered to 
your address (postage is free). Alternatively, you can 
arrange to collect from either the Vista Shop, or from 
one of our charity shops.

T 0116 264 0291
E shop@vistablind.org.uk
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